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Abstract

This paper proposes an alternative to standard investment-Q regressions. Policy functions

summarize the key predictions of any dynamic investment model, are easy to estimate and,

unlike Tobin’s Q, account for a large fraction of the variation in corporate investment. As

such policy functions are much better suited to evaluate and estimate dynamic investment

models. Using this superior characterization of firm investment behavior we use indirect

inference methods to estimate deep parameters of a structural model of investment and

show that investment adjustment cost parameters are generally better identified from esti-

mated policy function coefficients.
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1. Introduction

Hayashi (1982)’s famous elaboration of Brainard and Tobin’s Q-theory has influenced1

the study of corporate and aggregate investment for nearly three decades and, despite a2

long-standing consensus about its empirical limitations, Q-type investment regressions3

still form the basis for most inferences about corporate behaviors.1 Many papers have4

been written on the failures of Q theory and several alternative variables have been used to5

predict investment behavior. However, most of this research has been disjointed and often6

takes the form of simply proposing augmenting Q regressions with yet another variable.7

Instead, our paper starts with a simple observation: in any model, optimal policies8

are functions of the relevant state variables, which are always true summary statistics.9

Therefore, if our goal is to estimate these policies, and any deep structural parameters, we10

should work directly with state variables. It makes little sense to start with Q since only11

rarely is there a one-to-one mapping between it and the underlying state variables.12

Moreover, unlike marginal Q, the state variables we propose are either directly observ-13

able or can be readily constructed from observables, under fairly general conditions. This14

approach is then not only theoretically correct, but also straightforward to implement even15

under very general assumptions about the nature of markets, production and investment16

technologies.217

We show both in theory and in the data that even a simple low order polynomial ap-18

proximation in the key state variables provides a good description of corporate investment,19

1Q regressions, often augmented with ad-hoc variables have been used to, among other purposes, test the

importance of financial constraints, the effects of corporate governance, and the efficiency of market signals.
2Frictions include market power or decreasing returns to scale in production (Gomes, 2001; Cooper and

Ejarque, 2003; Abel and Eberly, 2002), in homogeneous costs of investment (Abel and Eberly, 1994, 1997;

Cooper and Haltiwanger, 2006) or of external financing (Hennessy and Whited, 2007). Although he relies

on homogeneity, Philippon (2009) also offers another alternative to the use of Tobin’s Q.
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one that performs far better than standard Q-type regressions. Formally, the covariances20

between investment and Q, implied by standard regressions, are far less informative about21

underlying structural parameters, than covariances with key state variables. Moreover,22

we show that elasticity of regression coefficients to the deep parameters is always sig-23

nificantly higher than those obtained in Q regressions. Altogether this evidence suggests24

policy function estimates should receive considerably more weight in indirect inference25

studies.26

From a practical standpoint, the main novelty of our approach is to explicitly identify27

firm size and productivity as key state variables for optimal investment behavior under gen-28

eral assumptions about markets and technology. Surprisingly, given its popularity in other29

empirical applications, firm size is often ignored in the investment literature, and when30

used, it usually shows up either as a catch-all variable to account for omitted variables in31

investment regressions or as a sorting variable for identification of financially constrained32

firms.3 Here we formally establish that firm size is naturally an important determinant of33

investment, with decreasing returns to scale technologies, even in the absence of financial34

market frictions. Similarly, our approach also clarifies the role of sales and cash flow vari-35

ables. Contrary to their once popular use in tests of financing constraints, we show that36

these variables should matter because they capture underlying movements in the state of37

productivity and demand or in factor prices.438

3A notable recent exception is Gala and Julio (2016). Exploiting variation across industries, they provide

direct empirical evidence that firm size captures technological decreasing returns rather than differences in

firms’ financing frictions.
4Gomes (2001), Cooper and Ejarque (2003) and Abel and Eberly (2002) all argue that cash flow might

capture differences between marginal and average Q. Instead, we show that flow variables like sales and/or

cash flow, and not Q, should always be the primary determinant of investment, even in the absence of capital

market imperfections.
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With respect to the use of Tobin’s Q, our paper delivers perhaps the most logical con-39

clusion to the influential arguments in Erickson and Whited (2000, 2006, 2011) that “To-40

bin’s Q contains a great deal of measurement error because of a conceptual gap between41

true investment opportunities and observable measures”. Our approach offers a simple42

way to circumvent the problem by avoiding the use of Q entirely, or, at least, limiting its43

use.44

A possible concern is that current/recent values of measured state variables like sales,45

capital or leverage, may not perfectly capture all the forward looking information in the46

true underlying state variables. In these cases firm valuation will naturally capture that47

information better than any observed state variables. Hence, an empirically oriented re-48

searcher, mainly concerned in obtaining good empirical description of investment, might49

continue to use Q as a catch-all that captures (some of) the impact of any omitted variables.50

Methodologically, however, we believe she is better served by the discipline of writing an51

explicit model (even without solving it) and thus being specific about the exact state vari-52

ables. She can then think about measuring them and testing empirically whether they are53

indeed relevant for investment (or any other policy). Our treatment of leverage in the paper54

offers a practical example of this disciplined approach.55

As with any structural method, specification error remains a concern and this manifests56

itself in the possibility that the model is specified with the wrong state variables. However,57

our approach offers a very natural way to address this issue. By projecting the empirical58

investment policies on a set of candidate state variables, and using variance decomposition59

techniques, we let the data inform us about the relevant state variables to include in a60

model. Model specification is thus guided by the data.561

5In addition, by relying on higher order polynomial approximations our paper also addresses the type

of misspecification concerns in Barnett and Sakellaris (1998) and Bustamante (2016) who emphasize the
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We believe our paper contributes to the literature in three significant ways. First, and62

foremost, it provides a robust empirical methodology to characterize firm level investment63

behavior, that can be applied in many settings, including the study of private firms’ in-64

vestment and to compare it with that of publicly traded corporations6, because it does not65

require information about the market value of the firm. Second, direct approximation of66

investment policy functions delivers many more informative empirical moments for the67

identification and inference of the underlying structural parameters of the model. Finally,68

formal variance decomposition exercises proposed in the paper can be used to isolate the69

contribution of different state variables and distinguish across classes of models. For ex-70

ample, debt will only be an important state variable in models with financial frictions.71

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the general72

model and the implied optimal investment policies. In Section 3 we discuss a number of73

practical issues regarding the empirical estimation of investment policy functions. Section74

4 reports the results from estimating empirical policy functions. Section 5 uses the infor-75

mation from the estimated policy functions to structurally estimate the key parameters. We76

then conclude with a brief discussion of the role of asset prices in estimating investment.77

2. Investment Policy Functions78

This section describes our approach in the context of a streamlined dynamic structural79

model of investment suitable for empirical work on firm level investment. This is a gener-80

alized version of Abel and Eberly (1994, 1997) and Caballero and Engel (1999). We allow81

for a weakly concave production technology and an investment technology featuring both82

importance of including higher order terms to address misspecification concerns, albeit in the context of

standard Q investment regressions.
6Asker, Farre-Mensa, and Ljungqvist (2011) offer an example of the limitations in describing the invest-

ment decisions of private firms without data on market values.
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non-convex and convex capital adjustment costs which are potentially asymmetric and dis-83

continuous. This environment is flexible enough to ensure the vast majority of investment84

models in literature can be treated as special cases. The model specification is crucial as it85

imposes all the necessary discipline on the identification and measurement of relevant state86

variables for empirical work. For exposition purposes we delay discussion of important87

features such as financial market imperfections and aggregate shocks to the next section.88

2.1. The Benchmark Model89

We examine the optimal investment decision of a firm seeking to maximize current90

shareholder value, V , in the absence of any financing frictions. For simplicity, we assume91

that the firm is financed entirely by equity and denote the value of periodic distributions92

net of any securities issuance by D.93

The operating cash flows or profits of this (representative) firm are summarized by the

function Π defined as sales revenues net of operating costs. We formalize this relation as:

Π (Kt, At,Wt) = max
Nt
{F (At,Kt,Nt) −WtNt} . (1)

The function Yt = F (At,Kt,Nt) denotes the value of sales revenues in period t, net of the94

cost of any materials. Revenues depend on a firm’s capital stock and labor input, denoted95

by Kt and Nt, respectively. The variable At captures the exogenous state of demand and/or96

productivity in which the firm operates. Wt denotes unit labor costs, including wages,97

taxes and other employee benefits. Both At and Wt can vary stochastically over time, thus98

accommodating any variations to the state of the economy or industry in which a firm99

operates. We now summarize our main assumptions about revenues and profits.100

Assumption 1. Sales. The function F : A × K × N → R+, (i) is increasing in A,101

and increasing and concave in both K and N; (ii) is twice continuously differ-102

entiable; (iii) satisfies F (hA, hK, hN) ≤ hF (A,K,N) for all (A,K,N); and (iv)103
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obeys the standard Inada conditions: limK→0 ∂F/∂K = limN→0 ∂F/∂N = ∞ and104

limK→∞ ∂F/∂K = limN→∞ ∂F/∂N = 0105

Item (iii) is a departure from the standard linear homogeneous model and explicitly allows106

for decreasing returns to scale. It is straightforward to show that the function Π(K, A,W)107

is also increasing and weakly concave in K.7108

Installed capital depreciates at a rate δ ≥ 0, and capital accumulation requires invest-

ment, It. We assume that current investment does not affect the current level of installed

capacity and becomes productive only at the beginning of the next period:

Kt+1 = (1 − δ) Kt + It. (2)

Moreover, there exist costs to adjusting the stock of capital, Φ(·), which reduce operating109

profits. Capital adjustment costs depend on the amount of investment and the current stock110

of capital. Our assumptions about the adjustment cost function are described below.111

Assumption 2. Adjustment Cost. The adjustment cost function Φ (·) : I×K → R+ obeys112

the following conditions: (i) it is twice continuously differentiable for all I, except113

potentially I = I∗ (K); (ii) Φ (I∗ (K) ,K) = 0; (iii) ΦI (·) × (I − I∗ (K)) ≥ 0; (iv)114

ΦK (·) ≤ 0; and (v) ΦII (·) ≥ 0.115

Items (ii) and (iii) together imply that adjustment costs are non-negative and minimized116

at the natural rate of investment I∗ (K). In most cases this is assumed to be either 0 or δK117

depending on whether adjustment costs apply to gross or net capital formation. Item (i)118

allows for general non-convex and potentially discontinuous adjustment costs.119

7We could assume either that the technology exhibits decreasing returns or that markets are not perfectly

competitive. Either way, sales can be described by the decreasing returns to scale function.
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2.2. The Investment Decision120

We now define the sequence of optimal investment decisions by the firm as the solution121

to the following dynamic problem:122

V (Kt, At,Wt,Ωt) = max
{It+s,Kt+s+1}

∞
s=0

Et

 ∞∑
s=0

Mt,t+sDt+s

 (3)

s.t. Dt+s = Π (Kt+s, At+s,Wt+s) − Φ (It+s,Kt+s) (4)

together with the capital accumulation equation (2). Mt,t+s is the stochastic discount factor123

between periods t and t+s, and Ωt denotes the set of aggregate state variables summarizing124

the state of the economy. Aggregate state variables may include shocks to productivity,125

wages, capital adjustment costs, relative price of investment goods, and representative126

household preferences.127

If Φ (·) is twice continuously differentiable for all I - standard first-order conditions

are sufficient to characterize the solution to (3). The optimal investment policy equates

marginal benefit and cost of investment:

qt = ΦI (It,Kt) (5)

where qt is the marginal value of installed capital, or marginal q, and satisfies the following

Euler equation:

qt = Et
[
Mt,t+1 (ΠK (Kt+1, At+1,Wt+1) + (1 − δ) qt+1 − ΦK (It+1,Kt+1))

]
. (6)

The computation of optimal investment policies requires combining the expressions

in (5) and (6). However, under general conditions, there exists no explicit closed form

solution. Nevertheless, under the assumption that the marginal cost of investment, ΦI , is

monotone, these policies can be further characterized by inverting the (5) to get:

It

Kt
= G̃ (Kt, qt) .
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2.3. Our Estimation Approach128

Much of the literature follows Hayashi (1982) and assumes linear homogeneity (in I

and K) for the functions Π (·) and Φ (·) to obtain a linear investment policy from (5) under

quadratic adjustment costs:
It

Kt
= α0 + α1qt. (7)

Under these assumptions marginal q equals average Q - i.e. ratio of market value to re-129

placement cost of capital - and the investment equation in (7) can be estimated directly130

from the data. With less restrictive conditions, however, marginal q is no longer directly131

observable.132

Instead, our approach is much more general. It relies only on rational expectations133

and the recursive nature of process for the stochastic variables. Under these assumptions,134

the marginal value of installed capital can always be written as qt = q (Kt,Zt), where135

the vector Z denotes all state variables other than capital and captures possible shocks136

to firm productivity, costs and output demand as well as aggregate state variables, i.e.137

Zt = {At,Wt,Ωt}.138

As a result the optimal rate of investment can always be characterized by the following

state variable representation:
It

Kt
= G (Kt,Zt) (8)

The explicit form for the function G (·) depends on the specific functional forms of139

Π (·) and Φ (·), and may not be readily available in most circumstances. However, given140

the measurability of investment, it can be directly estimated as a function of its underlying141

state variables K and Z as long as they are also measurable.8142

8When item (i) of Assumption 2 holds for any level of investment excluding I∗ (K), the optimal invest-

ment policy may be a discontinuous function. Nonetheless, it still admits the representation in (8), and it can

be directly estimated as function of its underlying state variables.
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Formally then, our methodology relies on the observation that under general conditions

we can approximate the optimal investment policy arbitrarily closely with the following

tensor product representation:

I
K

=

nk∑
ik=0

nz∑
iz=0

cik ,izk
ikziz + εit (9)

where z = ln (Z) and k = ln (K) and εit is the approximation error.9 Once estimated, the143

approximation coefficients cik ,iz can be used to infer the underlying structural parameters144

of the model, or at the very least, place restrictions on the nature of technology and adjust-145

ment costs. We investigate several parameterizations of the model in the next section.146

The choice of the polynomial order can be made according to standard model selec-147

tion techniques based on a measure of model fit such as adjusted R2 or Akaike information148

criterion (AIC). In the next section we show that a second order polynomial is often suf-149

ficient, and higher order terms are generally not important to improve the quality of the150

approximation. The low order of approximation mitigates the need to use orthogonal poly-151

nomials, simplifying the interpretation of the estimated coefficients and their relationships152

with the underlying structural parameters of the model.153

2.4. Discussion154

The appeal of Tobin’s Q lies in the general belief (hope) that it serves as a forward-155

looking measure of investment opportunities summarizing all information about expected156

future profitability and discount rates. It is well known, however, that this is true only157

under some extreme assumptions and in most settings Tobin’s Q will fail to capture a158

significant amount of relevant forward information (e.g. Gomes, 2001, Eberly, Rebelo,159

9Non-smooth investment policies may require several high order polynomial terms to better capture

nonlinearities in investment. More generally, although not pursued in this paper, optimal policies can also

be estimated using a full nonparametric approach.
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and Vincent, 2011). What is generally correct however, is that all relevant current and160

forward looking information is incorporated in the underlying state variables.161

Direct estimation of the policy functions has other important benefits. First, unlike Q-162

type regressions which are based on an optimality condition where Q and investment are163

determined simultaneously, state variables are, by construction, pre-determined at the time164

current investment is chosen. Thus our method represents a distinct improvement over165

standard Q-regressions. Second, policy function estimation also minimizes the measure-166

ment error concerns induced by potential stock market misvaluations (Blanchard, Rhee,167

and Summers, 1993; Erickson and Whited, 2000), although it is more vulnerable to errors168

in the measurement state variables.169

3. Estimation Issues170

We now describe some key issues concerning the practical implementation of our171

method to construct empirical estimates of optimal investment policies at the firm level.172

3.1. Measurement173

Empirical implementation of (9) requires measurement of the state variables, most174

importantly, of the possible components of the exogenous state Z. This can be achieved175

by imposing the theoretical restrictions implied by the model.176

For example, under the common assumption that the sources of uncertainty are in firm177

technology and demand (i.e. Z = {A}) we can measure these shocks directly from observed178

sales by inverting the revenue function Y = F (Z,K,N).10
179

10Alternatively, we could also estimate Z directly (e.g. Olley and Pakes, 1996) and use a two stage ap-

proach. However this requires specification of the precise revenue function and adds a number of economet-

ric problems, most significantly, endogeneity. However, since we are interested in characterizing investment,

exact knowledge of Z is not required.
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In this case we can work instead with the polynomial approximation:

I
K

=

nk∑
ik=0

ny∑
iy=0

nn∑
in=0

gik ,iy,ink
ikyiynin + εit. (10)

The investment policy is now represented as a direct function of three observable variables,180

including capital, sales and labor, and can be readily estimated from the data.11
181

Finally, since the right hand side variables are all in logs, we can - without any loss182

of generality - scale employment and sales by the capital stock and estimate a version of183

(10) using ln(Y/K) and ln(N/K). This transformation allows us to make our results more184

directly comparable with the existing literature.185

3.2. Firm Fixed Effects186

It is natural to expect differences in firms’ natural rate of investment, I∗(K)/K, mainly187

due to variations in the depreciation rates on their assets. We can readily capture firm188

heterogeneity in depreciation rates, i.e. δ = δ j, by allowing the constant term in (10) to189

include a firm-specific component.190

3.3. Aggregate Shocks and Time Effects191

A complete state-variable representation of investment in (9) also includes some ag-192

gregate state variables, Ω, as part of the exogenous state Z. The set of aggregate state193

variables can include, among others, aggregate shocks to productivity, wages, capital ad-194

justment costs, relative price of investment goods, and investors’ discount rates. While the195

measurement of our firm level state variables, like sales and size, captures part of the varia-196

tion in these underlying aggregate state variables, there may still be substantial investment197

variation attributable to omitted variation in these aggregate state variables. For instance,198

11The coefficients gik ,iz,in are now convolutions of the structural parameters of the revenue function and the

approximation coefficients c’s.
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aggregate productivity shocks may affect firm investment indirectly through the stochastic199

discount factor, M, by impacting risk premia.200

Given a large enough panel of firms, however, complete knowledge of the aggregate201

state variables in Ω is not required for the purpose of estimating investment. Instead, we202

can capture the impact of all unobserved aggregate variation by allowing for both time203

fixed effects and time-specific polynomial slope coefficients. The former will capture all204

unobserved aggregate variation that affects all firms equally, while the latter will account205

for unobserved variation that impacts them differently.206

Formally, allowing for time-specific polynomial coefficients in our baseline firm level

state variables, k and y, is equivalent to a tensor product polynomial representation of

investment which includes a complete set of time dummies, η, as state variables:

I jt+1

K jt
'

nk∑
ik=0

ny∑
iy=0

nη∑
iη=0

bik ,iy,iη × kik
jt × yiy

jt × η
iη
t =

nk∑
ik=0

ny∑
iy=0

dik ,iy,t × kik
jt × yiy

jt (11)

where the equality follows from the fact that ηiη
t = ηt for any iη ≥ 0, and dik ,iy,t ≡ ηt ×207 ∑nη

iη=0 bik ,iy,iη .208

3.3.1. Example: Time Varying Discount Rates209

One obvious example of how aggregate shocks can impact firm level investment de-

cisions is through variation in the firm discount rates, embedded in M jt,t+s = 1
R j,t+s

. The-

oretically, however, firm specific discount rates can be constructed as a premium on the

aggregate interest rate, R f t. For example, under a simple CAPM model we get that:

R jt = R f t + β j,t(Rmt − R f t) + ε jt (12)

where Rmt is the return on the aggregate stock market. Importantly, the firm specific factor

loading, β jt, captures the time-varying market risk exposures of firm i and is defined by:

β jt =
Cov(R jt,Rmt|It)

Var(Rmt|It)
(13)
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where It is information set at time t. By construction, this information set must also be210

completely summarized by the current state variables so that we can write β jt = β(Zt).12,13
211

More generally, with multiple arbitrary risk factors, Ft, we will have R jt = R f t + B jtFt + ε jt212

where now B jt = B(Zt) is a vector of risk loadings.213

To illustrate how this case can be handled consider the extreme Jorgensonian case

without any adjustment costs and with Cobb-Douglas technology, Yt = AtKα
t . In this case,

the optimal investment policy obeys:

1 = αEt[Mi
jt,t+1A j,t+1Kα−1

j,t+1 + (1 − δ j)] (14)

Optimal investment be directly calculated in closed form as214

ln(K j,t+1) =
1

1 − α
[ln(α/δ j) + ln Et(A j,t+1R j,t+1)] (15)

where ln(α/δ j) is a firm fixed effect and ln(A j,t+1) is firm j’s only state variable (without215

adjustment costs). To a first order approximation this equals:216

ln(K j,t+1) ≈
1

1 − α
[ln(α/δ j) + ln EtA j,t+1 + ln EtR j,t+1]

=
1

1 − α

[
ln(α/δ j) + ln EtA j,t+1

+ ln R f ,t+1 + ln Etβ(A j,t+1)[Rm,t+1 − R f t+1]
]

(16)

where we ignored the covariance term for clarity and assumed expected returns obey217

CAPM.218

12To be precise, the information set relevant to the firm is summarized by the current value of its state

variables.
13Closed form solutions are difficult to obtain in general. Berk, Green, and Naik (1999) and Gomes,

Kogan, and Zhang (2003) provide formal derivations of β jt as a function of firm level state variables for

specific investment technologies.
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Since At = Yt/Kα
t , it follows that the optimal (log) investment policy can be approx-219

imated by a linear function of a firm specific fixed effect, ln(α/δ j), a simple time fixed220

effect that captures variation in the risk free rate, ln R f ,t+1, and a function of firm specific221

observables Yt and Kt, with time-specific coefficients summarizing time variation in risk222

premia, Rm,t+1 − R f t+1.223

In the presence of adjustment costs a closed form solution for the optimal policy is224

generally not available. However, the logic of our argument remains and the state-variable225

polynomial representation in (11) can be used to deal with many types of aggregate shocks226

to firms, in particular shocks to the discount rate of firms.227

4. Empirical Findings228

We now implement our methodology to estimate the empirical policy function. All229

details concerning the data and the construction of the variables are provided in the Ap-230

pendix. Table 1 reports the key summary statistics including mean, standard deviation and231

main percentiles for the primary variables of interest.232

[Table 1 about here.]233

4.1. Baseline Estimates234

Our first goal is to identify a parsimonious polynomial representation both in terms of235

variables and an order of approximation that provides the best overall fit for investment236

empirically and can be used to evaluate our structural model.237

Table 2 shows the empirical estimates for various polynomial approximations to the in-238

vestment policy (10). All estimates use time and firm fixed effects to account for potential239

aggregate shocks and firm differences in average investment rates.240

[Table 2 about here.]241
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Generally, we find that first and second order terms are all strongly statistically signif-242

icant. However, it is generally the case that adding the employment-to-capital ratio leaves243

the overall fit of the regression virtually unaffected. Interaction terms among the variables244

are generally not statistically significant and do not improve much the quality of the ap-245

proximation as witnessed by the virtually unchanged adjusted R2. We omit higher order246

terms in the polynomial representation because they are not statistically significant and are247

generally not necessary to improve the quality of the approximation.248

Overall, while including second order terms improves the approximation regardless of249

the variables selection, adding the employment-to-capital ratio in the polynomial leaves250

instead virtually unaffected the overall fit for investment. We conclude that a second order251

polynomial approximation that uses firm size and the sales-to-capital ratio (column 2)252

offers the best parsimonious empirical representation of investment.253

4.2. General Cases254

4.2.1. Aggregate Shocks and Time-Specific Coefficients255

We now discuss the results of expanding the baseline polynomial approximation by256

adding time-specific coefficients to the baseline regressions. Table 3 reports the estimates257

of the average partial effects for each firm-level state variable in the polynomial approxi-258

mation.259

[Table 3 about here.]260

Essentially, we see that the introduction of time-specific slopes, while allowing for261

a more flexible investment specification leads to only a very marginal improvement in262

overall goodness-of-fit. The average coefficient estimates are also all in line with their263

corresponding estimates in the baseline case without time-specific slopes.14.264

14In the online appendix we show most time-specific coefficients on the polynomial terms exhibit sub-
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4.2.2. Labor Market Shocks and Cash Flow265

Aggregate variation in the price of variable inputs, such as labor, will be captured by266

adding simple time effects to (9). However, if some of these shocks are firm-specific, the267

set of state variables, Z, would now need to be expanded to also include the firm level268

wage rate, W (i.e. Z = {A,W}). Since direct evidence on firm level labor costs is often269

sparse it is often best to again use theory to infer these shocks directly from observed cash270

flow data.271

For example, if the production function, F (A,K,N), is Cobb-Douglas, operating prof-

its become Π = ZKθ, where Z captures joint information about A and W, and can be

directly constructed from:

z ≡ ln Z = ln Π − θ ln(K).

The investment policy is now be approximated as:

I
K

=

nk∑
ik=0

nπ∑
iπ=0

dik ,iπk
ikπiπ + εit,

using only data on log operating profits, π = ln Π and the stock of capital.272

Table 4 reports the results of estimating equation (10) using the classic measure of cash273

flow (earnings before extraordinary items plus depreciation) instead of sales-to-capital ra-274

tio. Although there are some differences compared to our main results, levels of signifi-275

cance and goodness of fit are all substantively robust. Overall, we find that these specifi-276

cations perform slightly less well than the baseline specification which includes firm sales277

instead of cash flow.278

[Table 4 about here.]279

stantial variation over time, but with estimates preserving their sign over the sample period
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4.3. Capital Market Imperfections and Leverage280

Our basic approach can be easily extended to models with financial frictions. Most281

modifications of the firm problem (3), that allow for frictions such as tax benefits of debt,282

collateral requirements and costly external financing, also imply that firm debt, B, becomes283

an additional state variable for the optimal investment policy.15
284

Formally, nearly all structural debt models imply that the optimal investment policy

will take the general form:
I
K

= G (K, B,Z) . (17)

In this case we can generalize our procedure by augmenting the approximate policy func-

tion (10) with additional terms including (log) corporate debt, b = log(B):

I
K

=

nk∑
ik=0

ny∑
iy=0

nn∑
in=0

nb∑
ib=0

gik ,iy,in,ibk
ikyiyninbib + εit. (18)

As is well known, past evidence for financial frictions has often - and incorrectly -285

rested on excess sensitivity of investment to cash flow variable in standard Q regressions.286

By contrast, our approach cleanly identifies violations of Modigliani Miller with findings287

that leverage is a relevant state variable for optimal investment policies and thus will show288

up as an important empirical determinant of these choices. This is a good example of289

how we can use empirical evidence to discipline our modeling choices and pin down the290

relevant state variables.16
291

15Examples of models where net financial liabilities represents an additional state variable for the opti-

mal investment policy include Whited (1992), Bond and Meghir (1994), Gilchrist and Himmelberg (1998),

Moyen (2004), Hennessy and Whited (2007), Hennessy, Levy, and Whited (2007), Gomes and Schmid

(2010), Bustamante (2016), and Bolton, Chen, and Wang (2011), among others.
16The finding that leverage is an important state variable is sufficient but not necessary to establish the

importance of financial frictions since it is possible to construct some stylized models of frictions where firm

leverage is not a state variable.
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Panel A of Table 5 shows the results of introducing leverage to our baseline state292

variable approximation of investment. The first column measures debt as the sum of short-293

term plus long-term debt, while the second column uses a measure of net leverage, by294

subtracting cash and short-term investments from debt.17
295

[Table 5 about here.]296

Our estimates show that all leverage terms are generally statistically significant con-297

firming that there is indeed some degree of interaction between financing and investment298

decisions of firms. The negative point estimates in Columns (2) and (4) of Panel A in299

Table 5 are also generally consistent with theoretical restrictions imposed by most models300

of financing frictions.301

4.4. Alternative Adjustment Costs and Lagged Investment302

Policy function estimation can naturally accommodate more detailed investment mod-303

els with frictions such as time-to-build and complex adjustment cost specifications such as304

Eberly, Rebelo, and Vincent (2011), by simply including lagged investment as additional305

state variable in the optimal investment policy, G (·).18
306

We investigate the role of lagged investment in Panel B of Table 5. To address en-307

dogeneity issues in dynamic panel data with a lagged dependent variable, we instrument308

17Using several alternative measures of leverage does not alter the main findings. These results are avail-

able upon request.
18Eberly, Rebelo, and Vincent (2011) use the following linear-quadratic adjustment cost function:

Φ (It, It−1) =

1 − ξ (
It

It−1
− γ

)2 It

This adjustment cost specification makes lagged investment, It−1, an additional state variable in the optimal

investment policy.
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lagged investment with prior two lags of its first-difference. Consistent with the evidence309

in Eberly, Rebelo, and Vincent (2011), lagged investment enters with a positive and sig-310

nificant coefficient, and increases the overall fit to investment. While lagged investment311

enters significantly, its inclusion does not affects point estimates or the significance of312

the baseline state variables. The AIC however decreases substantially from 79,062.98 to313

43,296.39.19
314

4.5. Alternative Samples315

Capital-intensive manufacturing firms form probably the most reliable panel for this316

study, but it is nevertheless interesting to examine the usefulness of our methodology317

across different samples. Accordingly, Panel C of Table 5 reports our findings in three318

alternative panels of firms. The first column looks at a panel that now includes all firms319

except those in the financial sector, regulated utilities and public services. The second320

shows the results for a panel covering only the sub-period between 1982-2010, where321

many authors often focus. Finally, the third column reports the results for a balanced322

panel of manufacturing firms during the period 1982-2010.20
323

Adding non-manufacturing firms substantially expands the sample and the statistical324

significance of our estimates, but it does not affect the overall goodness of fit. On the other325

hand, eliminating the first ten years of data from our baseline sample slightly reduces326

overall performance. The main results are still confirmed on the smaller balanced sample,327

which shows that our findings are not driven by the attrition in database due to entry and328

exit.329

19These results are virtually unchanged when leverage is included to the state variable approximation of

investment.
20Several other subsamples were also examined without noticeable changes in the findings. All results are

available upon request.
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4.6. Identifying State Variables330

Our methodology builds on the idea that a model is described not only by its restric-331

tions on functional forms, but also, and most importantly, by its state variables. Different332

classes of investment models often lead to different sets of state variables. As we show333

below the importance of various classes of investment models can be assessed through a334

statistical variance decomposition of their corresponding state variable representation of335

investment.336

To detect the importance of the various state variables in capturing investment variation

we follow the analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) in Lemmon, Roberts, and Zender (2008).

To do so we estimate the empirical model of investment:

I jt+1

K jt
= βX jt + δ j + ηt + ε jt+1 (19)

where δ j is a firm fixed effect and ηt is a year fixed effect. X denotes a vector of explanatory337

variables that includes various combinations of the possible state variables.338

Table 6 investigates this possibility empirically by reporting the results of a covari-339

ance analysis (ANCOVA) as in Lemmon, Roberts, and Zender (2008). Specifically, each340

column in the table corresponds to a different specification for investment. The numbers341

reported in the table, excluding the adjusted R2 reported in the last row, correspond to the342

fraction of the total Type III partial sum of squares for a particular model.21 That is, we343

normalize the partial sum of squares for each effect by the aggregate partial sum of squares344

across all effects in the model, so that each column sums to one. Intuitively, each value in345

the table is the fraction of model sum squares attributable to a particular effect (i.e. firm,346

year, Q, cash flow, etc.).347

21We use Type III sum of squares because (i) the sum of squares is not sensitive to the ordering of the

covariates, and (ii) our data is unbalanced (some firms have more observations than others).
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[Table 6 about here.]348

Theory implies that all long run cross-sectional variation in investment rates will be349

accounted by differences in the depreciation rate, δ j. Thus, it is not surprising that firm350

fixed effects account for a large fraction of the variation in levels. However, a decompo-351

sition of the variation in investment changes shows that our baseline polynomial in firm352

sales and size now accounts for 94 percent of the total variation.353

This variance decomposition shows that, in this sample of publicly traded firms, only354

about 1 percent of the explained variation in investment levels can be accounted by the355

covariation with firm financial leverage. Similarly, financial leverage accounts only for356

about 3 percent of the overall explained variation in investment changes, while 90 percent357

is attributable to our core state variables alone.358

The thrust of our argument is that marginal Q should matter a lot more than average359

Q for investment policies. Theoretically, any information contained in marginal Q will be360

spanned by the state variables characterizing the optimal investment policy. How useful361

is then Tobin’s average Q? It remains true that Tobin’s average Q remains an endogenous362

variable in the model which retains some (but generally far from perfect) correlation with363

investment behavior. As such is it possible that this variable may isolate additional invest-364

ment variation due to some omitted state variables.365

Column (4) shows that only 1 percent of the overall variation in investment can be366

attributed to Tobin’s Q, while 17 percent is attributable to the state variable polynomial. A367

similar decomposition of investment rates changes is more stark. Tobin’s Q accounts only368

for 2 percent of the overall explained variation in investment changes, while 92 percent is369

attributable to our core state variables alone. Overall, it seems that Tobin’s Q offers very370

little additional information beyond the identified state variables of investment.371
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5. Structural Estimation372

The information from the empirical policy functions should be a key input in the struc-373

turally estimation of the model and its key parameters. We now use the information from374

the estimated policy functions to structurally estimate the key adjustment cost parameters375

using indirect inference. To do this we must first specify functional forms for sales and376

adjustment cost functions that satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2.377

5.1. Model Parameterization378

We assume either that the technology exhibits decreasing returns or, that markets are

not perfectly competitive. Either way, sales revenues can be described by the decreasing

returns to scale function:

Y = A
(
KαN1−α

)γ
where α ∈ (0, 1) and γ < 1 captures the degree of returns to scale. The stochastic process

for A is of the AR(1) form:

ln At = (1 − ρ) ln Ā + ρ ln At−1 + σζt

where |ρ| < 1, σ > 0 and ζ follows a truncated i.i.d. normal with zero mean and unit379

variance. We assume that the unit labor cost W is constant and normalized to one.380

A general adjustment cost function that satisfies Assumption 2 is:

Φ (I,K) = I +

 aK + b
v

(
I−I∗(K)

K

)v
K if I , I∗(K)

0 if I = I∗(K)
(20)

where a, b are all non-negative, and v ∈ {2, 4, 6, ...}. We normalize the relative price381

of investment to one and assume that adjustment costs apply to net capital formation,382

I∗ (K) = δK. We have non-convex fixed cost of investment when a is positive. Note383

that standard smooth quadratic adjustment costs are obtained as special case of (20) when384

v = 2 and a = 0.385
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5.2. Estimation Results386

Several structural parameters can be accurately estimated directly from unconditional387

moments of variables such as sales and/or profits without resorting to indirect inference388

methods. We thus fix a number of these auxiliary parameters to what are more or less389

consensual values in the literature. Specifically we set the degree of decreasing returns,390

γ = 0.85, and α = 0.35 implying a capital share (αγ) of 0.30 in line with values used in391

previous studies (Gomes, 2001). Moreover, values like the average depreciation rate, δ,392

and discount factor, M, are largely immaterial for our results. We set their values at 0.10393

and 0.95, respectively. Throughout our analysis, we also set the persistence and the stan-394

dard deviation of the technology shocks, ρ and σ, respectively, to 0.80 and 0.10. Although395

it is straightforward to include these parameters in the structural estimation exercise, they396

are usually best identified from the variance and persistence of profits or revenues and are397

not generally crucial to the identification of adjustment costs parameters.398

The algorithm for indirect inference is now well understood. First, given a specific399

set of parameter values, we solve numerically the problem of the firm in (3) using stan-400

dard value function iteration techniques. We then generate multiple panels of simulated401

data using the optimal policy and value functions of the model. Next, we estimate the402

regression coefficients from both standard Q regressions and polynomial approximations403

to the optimal investment policy in each panel and compare the average estimate to those404

obtained in the Compustat dataset. The method then picks the model parameters that make405

the actual and simulated moments as close to each other as possible.22
406

For each parameterization of the adjustment cost function we simulate 100 artificial407

panels of 500 firms each with 390 years of data. We estimate the investment polynomial408

regressions using the last 39 years of simulated data, which corresponds to the time span409

22For a detailed description in a very general setting see Warusawitharana and Whited (2016).
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of the actual data sample. We then report the average coefficient estimates and standard410

errors across artificial panels.411

Table 7 shows the estimated parameter values and compares the implied moments in412

the artificial data with our own empirical estimates. The table shows that a model with413

quadratic adjustment costs but also a small amount of fixed costs does well in matching414

all regression coefficients found in the data. This model is able to both generate a weak415

sensitivity of investment to Q and produce the coefficients from empirical policy function416

estimates. Crucially, the estimated level of fixed costs implies a large enough inaction417

region where investment and average Q are uncorrelated.418

[Table 7 about here.]419

5.3. Moment Elasticities420

We next follow Hennessy and Whited (2007) to use the simulated model to measure the

elasticity of key theoretical moments with respect to the several parameters.23 Formally,

the elasticity of moment x with respect to parameter κ is computed as:

ξx,κ =
x
(̂
κ (1 + ε) ; θ

)
− x

(̂
κ (1 − ε) ; θ

)
2εx

(̂
κ
)

where κ̂ is the baseline value of κ, ε is the percent deviation from the baseline, and θ is a421

vector of the other structural parameters.24 where we use our parameter estimate as our422

baseline.423

Table 8 reports our findings. For completeness we include also the elasticities with424

respect to the technology parameters γ and α. The table shows that most coefficients are425

23Intuitively, if the elasticity of a particular theoretical moment to a particular parameter is low, then that

moment is an unreliable guide to inferring the true value of the underlying structural parameter.
24We generally use ε = 0.1, except for the curvature of the adjustment costfunction where we use ε = 1

and consider a one sided deviation only.
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quite sensitive to the degree of returns to scale, γ. As expected, the capital elasticity α has426

a larger effect on unconditional moments of the investment distribution.427

[Table 8 about here.]428

The main conclusion, however, is that investment adjustment cost parameters are gen-429

erally better identified from estimated policy function coefficients, which exhibit higher430

elasticities than the coefficient from a standard Q-regression. More generally, we find that431

the coefficient estimates on Q regressions are quite similar across alternative adjustment432

cost parameterizations ranging only from a minimum of 0.002 in the specification without433

adjustment costs to a maximum of about 0.095 across parameterizations. On the other434

hand, the coefficients on the polynomial approximation exhibit substantial variation. For435

instance, we found that across the same parameterizations, the coefficients on the linear436

terms in firm size and sales range from -0.320 to -0.001, and 0.001 to 0.909, respectively.437

This suggests that full estimation of a structural model, should primarily target uncon-438

ditional moments of the investment distribution together with the approximate investment439

policy function implied by the model. By contrast, the slope of a Q regression is generally440

less informative about model parameters.441

5.4. Replicated Empirical Policies442

Given the estimated parameters we can use the structural model as a laboratory, to cre-443

ate an artificial panel and use the simulated data to estimate the approximated investment444

policy functions. Specifically, given our estimated parameters in Table 7 we create panels445

of 2,000 firms each with 390 years of data. We run the investment policy regressions using446

the last 39 years of simulated data. Table 9 reports our estimation results.447

[Table 9 about here.]448
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The approximated investment policy in our simulated data is generally consistent with449

that estimated in Table 2. The magnitude of all coefficients is generally comparable, except450

in Column (3) where the signs of ln K and ln Y
K flip. More importantly, the simulated model451

confirms the main argument that the state variable approach to estimate investment policies452

outperforms the traditional Q approach. Here we do not match the magnitude of adjusted453

R2 across regressions. To do do so we introduce measurement error below.454

5.5. Measurement Error455

It is impossible to directly evaluate how substantial the measurement error might be in456

Tobin’s Q or in the state variables ln K, ln Y
K , etc. However, we can use our artificial panels457

to assess the quantitative impact of measurement error across these two approaches.458

In Table 10, we report results of estimating the theoretical investment policies with459

measurement error. Specifically, we add i.i.d. measurement errors to the simulated vari-460

ables Vit, Kit, and Yit across firms and years. For K and Y/K that have to take the natural461

logarithm afterwards, we make its values equal to 10−8 if the value drops below zero after462

adding measurement errors. We pick the standard deviation of measurement error in state463

variables so that the adjusted R2 in the second order regression in column (5) can match its464

empirical counterpart in Table 2. The measurement error in V is then set to ensure that the465

adjusted R2 in the standard Q regressions is also comparable to its empirical counterpart.466

The Table shows that when measurement error is calibrated to empirically plausible467

magnitudes the marginal value of Tobin’s Q in our state variable regressions drops dra-468

matically. The results in Columns (2) and (3) show that adjusted R2 barely changes when469

we add Q to a simple first order state variable representation.470

[Table 10 about here.]471
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Together, Tables 9 and 10 suggest that while Tobin’s Q can contain some additional472

information about investment rates, much of it can be lost when accounting for measure-473

ment error. An important caveat however, is that adding measurement error in K induces474

a mechanical correlation between the dependent variable, I/K and the independent vari-475

ables on the right hand side, because we scale all relevant variables by K, including Q, in476

regressions of Table 10. We can see this by looking at the point estimate of the regression477

coefficients on ln K in columns (2) and (3) in Table 10 which are higher than the compara-478

ble numbers in to Table 9. Similarly, the coefficient of Q is also larger with measurement479

error (Table 10) than without (Table 9). Nevertheless, while this induced correlation is in480

itself problematic it does not alter our key findings because it impacts standard Q regres-481

sions with equal force.482

6. Conclusion483

Optimal investment policies must be functions of the state variables alone. These are484

true summary statistics of the investment behavior. This paper relies on this insight to485

propose an asset price-free alternative that is easy to implement in practice. Under very486

general assumptions about the nature of technology and markets, our approach ties invest-487

ment rates directly to firm size, sales or cash flows, and, in the presence of financial market488

frictions, measures of net liabilities. Our work offers a theoretical foundation to implement489

a practical alternative to Q under very general assumptions about the firm’s problem. Al-490

though Tobin’s Q is a sufficient statistic only under extreme cases, we find that it often491

retains some explanatory power in addition to simple linear quadratic representations of492

the underlying state variables. Hence, depending on the circumstances, a researcher may493

decide to rely on our approach, Q theory, or combining them.494
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Appendix560

Our data comes from the combined annual research, full coverage, and industrial561

COMPUSTAT files. To facilitate comparison with much of the literature our initial sam-562

ple is made of an unbalanced panel of firms for the years 1972 to 2010, that includes only563

manufacturing firms (SIC 2000-3999) with at least five years of available accounting data.564

We keep only firm-years that have non-missing information required to construct the565

primary variables of interest, namely: investment, I, firm size, K, employment, N, sales566

revenues, Y , and Tobin’s Q. Firm size, or the capital stock, is defined as net property,567

plant and equipment. Investment is defined as capital expenditures in property, plant and568

equipment. Employment is the reported number of employees. Sales are measured by net569

sales revenues. In our implementation these variables are scaled by the beginning-of-year570

capital stock. Finally, Tobin’s Q is measured by the market value of assets (defined as571

the book value of assets plus the market value of common stock minus the book value of572

common stock) scaled by the book value of assets.25 We use also standard measures of573

cash flow, CF, defined as earnings before extraordinary items plus depreciation; and net574

corporate debt, B, computed as the sum of short-term plus long-term debt minus cash and575

short-term investments.576

Our sample is filtered to exclude observations where total capital, book value of assets,577

and sales are either zero or negative. To ensure that our measure of investment captures578

the purchase of property, plant and equipment, we eliminate any firm-year observation in579

which a firm made an acquisition. Finally, all primary variables are trimmed at the 1st580

and 99th percentiles of their distributions to reduce the influence of any outliers, which are581

25Erickson and Whited (2006) show that using a perpetual inventory algorithm to estimate the replace-

ment cost of capital and/or a recursive algorithm to estimate the market value of debt barely improves the

measurement quality of the various proxies for Q.
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common in accounting ratios. This procedure yields a base sample of 79,361 firm-years582

observations.583
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

This table reports summary statistics for the primary variables of interest
from Compustat over the period 1972-2010. The investment rate, I/K, is de-
fined as capital expenditures in property, plant and equipment scaled by the
beginning-of-year capital stock. The capital stock, K, is defined as net prop-
erty, plant and equipment. Firm size, ln (K), is the natural logarithm of the
beginning-of-year capital stock. The sales-to-capital ratio, ln (Y/K), is com-
puted as the natural logarithm of end-of-year sales scaled by the beginning-
of-year capital stock. The employment-to-capital ratio, ln (N/K), is defined as
the natural logarithm of the number of employees scaled by the capital stock.
The cash flow rate, CF/K, is calculated as the sum of end-of-year earnings
and depreciation scaled by the beginning-of-year capital stock. Tobin’s Q is
defined as the end of year market value of assets scaled by the book value of
assets.

Obs Mean Std. Dev. 25th 50th 75th
I/K 79,361 0.367 0.537 0.114 0.209 0.383
ln K 79,361 2.623 2.552 0.880 2.495 4.269
ln Y

K 79,361 1.688 1.071 1.125 1.690 2.277
ln N

K 79,361 -2.971 1.192 -3.717 -2.931 -2.145
Q 79,361 2.033 2.336 0.942 1.274 2.068
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Table 2: Empirical Investment Policies

This table reports empirical estimates from the investment regression spec-
ification:

I jt+1

K jt
= βX jt + δ j + ηt + ε jt+1

where the left-hand-side is end-of-year capital expenditures scaled by
beginning-of-year property, plant and equipment, δ j is a firm fixed effect, ηt

is a year fixed effect, and X denotes a set of explanatory variables including
average Q, cash flow, CF, firm size, lnK, sales-to-capital ratio, ln(Y/K), and
employment-to-capital ratio, ln(N/K). Standard errors are clustered by firm
and reported in parenthesis. adj. R2 denoted the adjusted R2 and AIC is the
adjusted Akaike Information Criterion. The sample period is 1972 to 2010.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Q 0.036 0.009 0.013 0.010

(0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.002)
CF 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
ln K -0.239 -0.147 -0.066 -0.149 -0.177 -0.066 -0.077

(0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.006) (0.008)
ln Y

K 0.200 0.068 0.201 0.067 0.068 -0.008
(0.007) (0.008) (0.007) (0.008) (0.008) (0.009)

ln N
K 0.288 0.290 0.502

(0.010) (0.010) (0.024)
(ln K)2 0.017 0.010

(0.001) (0.001)
(ln Y

K )2 0.045 0.028
(0.003) (0.003)

(ln N
K )2 0.038

(0.003)
Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.206 0.317 0.356 0.391 0.353 0.388 0.389 0.421
AIC 99,894.19 87,933.13 83,245.25 78,764.64 83,614.94 79,227.30 79,062.98 74,871.73
Obs 79,361 79,361 79,361 79,361 79,361 79,361 79,361 79,361
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Table 3: Empirical Investment Policies with Time-varying Coefficients

This table reports empirical estimates from the investment regression spec-
ification with time-varying coefficients:

I jt+1

K jt
= βtX jt + δ j + ηt + ε jt+1

where the left-hand-side is end-of year capital expenditures scaled by
beginning-of-year property, plant and equipment, δ j is a firm fixed effect, ηt is
a year fixed effect, and X denotes a set of explanatory variables including firm
size, ln K, sales-to-capital ratio, ln (Y/K), and employment-to-capital ratio,
ln (N/K). In every specification, we report the average partial effects across
time for each variable. Standard errors are clustered by firm and are reported
by taking average across time in parenthesis. R

2
denotes the adjusted R2 and

AIC is the adjusted Akaike Information Criterion. The sample period is 1972
to 2010.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
ln K -0.154 -0.177 -0.074 -0.072

(0.008) (0.020) (0.008) (0.019)
ln Y

K 0.207 0.039 0.078 -0.023
(0.019) (0.035) (0.025) (0.042)

ln N
K 0.278 0.579

(0.024) (0.087)
(ln K)2 0.016 0.007

(0.002) (0.002)
(ln Y

K )2 0.054 0.031
(0.012) (0.014)

(ln N
K )2 0.054

(0.012)
Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.368 0.405 0.405 0.441
AIC 81,860.17 77,186.84 77,045.19 72,277.41
Obs 79,361 79,361 79,361 79,361
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Table 4: Empirical Investment Policies with Cash Flow

This table reports empirical estimates from the investment regression spec-
ification:

I jt+1

K jt
= βX jt + δ j + ηt + ε jt+1

where the left-hand-side is end-of year capital expenditures scaled by
beginning-of-year property, plant and equipment, δ j is a firm fixed effect, ηt

is a year fixed effect, and X denotes a set of explanatory variables including
firm size, ln K, cash flow, CF/K, and employment-to-capital ratio, ln (N/K).
Standard errors are clustered by firm and are reported in parenthesis. R

2
de-

notes the adjusted R2 and AIC is the adjusted Akaike Information Criterion.
The sample period is 1972 to 2010.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
ln K -0.243 -0.309 -0.077 -0.094

(0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.009)
CF
K 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.000) (0.000) (0.000)
ln N

K 0.336 0.637
(0.008) (0.022)

(ln K)2 0.022 0.010
(0.001) (0.001)

(CF
K )2 0.000 0.000

(0.000) (0.000)
(ln N

K )2 0.051
(0.003)

Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.316 0.341 0.388 0.414
AIC 88,005.82 85,114.29 79,226.82 75,759.52
Obs 79,361 79,361 79,361 79,361
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Table 5: Other Robustness Tests

This table reports empirical estimates from the investment regression spec-
ification:

I jt+1

K jt
= βX jt + δ j + ηt + ε jt+1

where the left-hand-side is end-of year capital expenditures scaled by
beginning-of-year property, plant and equipment, δ j is a firm fixed effect, ηt is
a year fixed effect, and X denotes a set of explanatory variables:

(i) In Panel A, X includes firm size, ln K, cash flow, CashFlow,
employment-to-capital ratio, ln (N/K), and two versions of firm leverage,
Leverage in which debt as the sum of short term plus long-term debt, and
NetLeverage in which we subtracting cash and short-term investments from
debt.

(ii) In Panel B, X includes firm size, ln K, sales-to-capital ratio, ln (Y/K),
and employment-to-capital ratio, ln (N/K), and I jt

K jt−1
denotes the lagged invest-

ment. In the 2SLS, we instrument lagged investment with prior two lags of its
first-difference.

(iii) In Panel C, X denotes a set of explanatory variables including firm
size, lnK, sales-to-capital ratio, ln(Y/K), and employment-to-capital ratio.
Column (1) uses a sample that include all firms except those in financial sec-
tor, regulated utilities, and public services. Column (2) restricts the panel from
Column (1) by focusing on the period between 1982-2010. Column (3) looks
at the panel we use in our main regressions while restricting to the period
between 1982-2010.

In all above regressions, standard errors are clustered by firm and are re-
ported in parenthesis. R

2
denotes the adjusted R2 and AIC is the adjusted

Akaike Information Criterion. The sample period is 1972 to 2010.
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PANEL A: Empirical Investment Policies with Leverage595

(1) (2) (3) (4)
ln K -0.060 -0.051 -0.076 -0.051

(0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008)
ln Y

K 0.063 0.071 -0.008 -0.004
(0.008) (0.008) (0.009) (0.009)

ln N
K 0.281 0.272 0.495 0.495

(0.010) (0.010) (0.024) (0.024)
Leverage 0.010 0.012

(0.002) (0.003)
Net Leverage - 0.011 -0.008

(0.001) (0.001)
(ln K)2 0.010 0.007

(0.001) (0.001)
(ln Y

K )2 0.027 0.027
(0.003) (0.003)

(ln N
K )2 0.038 0.039

(0.003) (0.003)
(Leverage)2 -0.000

(0.000)
(Net Leverage)2 0.000

(0.000)
Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.392 0.407 0.388 0.434
AIC 78,664.49 76,771.03 74,775.30 72,982.21
Obs 79,361 79,361 79,361 79,361

596
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PANEL B: Empirical Investment Policies with Lagged Investment597

OLS 2SLS
ln K -0.047 -0.034

(0.005) (0.005)
ln Y

K 0.084 0.092
(0.008) (0.008)

ln N
K 0.249 0.220

(0.010) (0.010)
It

Kt−1
0.116 0.084

(0.006) (0.010)
Firm FE Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes
R2 0.374 ·

AIC 59,009.21 43,296.39
Obs 75,414 68,673

598
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PANEL C: Empirical Investment Policies with Alternative Samples599

(1) (2) (3)
ln K -0.215 -0.232 -0.195

(0.007) (0.008) (0.010)
ln Y

K 0.112 0.104 0.072
0.006 0.007 (0.009)

(ln K)2 0.018 0.019 0.019
0.001 0.001 0.001

(ln Y
K )2 0.031 0.034 0.043

0.002 0.002 0.003
Firm FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.397 0.390 0.380
AIC 186,791.3 166,757.6 72,196.23
Obs 147,783 115,050 59,504

600
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Table 6: Empirical Variance Decompositions

This table presents a variance decomposition of several polynomial spec-
ifications for both the levels (Panel A) and changes (Panel B) in investment.
We compute the Type III partial sum of squares for each effect in the model
and then normalize each estimate by the sum across the effects, forcing each
column to sum to one. For example, in specification (4) of Panel A, 1% of the
explained sum of squares captured by the included covariates can be attributed
to Tobin’s Q. Similarly, in specification (4) of Panel B, 2% of the explained in-
vestment changes can be attributed to changes in Tobin’s Q. Firm FE are firm
fixed effects. Year FE are calendar year fixed effects. Q denotes Tobin’s Q.
“Size” denotes the second order polynomial in firm size, ln (K), and “Sales”
denote sales-to-capital ratio, ln (Y/K). “Cash Flow” denotes a second order
polynomial in firm cash flow-to-capital ratio, CF/K. “Leverage” denotes a
second order polynomial in firm net leverage, B/K. R

2
denotes adjusted R2.

The sample period is 1972 to 2010.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
A: Investment Levels (I/K)

Firm FE 0.77 0.78 0.79 0.77
Year FE 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.05
Size 0.13 0.12 0.09 0.12
Sales 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
Cash Flow 0.00
Leverage 0.01
Q 0.01
R2 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.39

B: Investment Changes (∆I/K)
Year FE 0.07 0.06 0.07 0.06
Size 0.72 0.72 0.66 0.72
Sales 0.22 0.21 0.24 0.20
Cash Flow 0.00
Leverage 0.02
Q 0.02
R2 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.35
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Table 7: Estimated Moments and Parameters

This table reports results from estimating the baseline model using invest-
ment regressions from simulations using 100 artificial panels of 500 firms each
with 39, which corresponds to the time span of the actual data sample from
Compustat. The top panel reports the average regression coefficient estimates
and standard errors for the data and across artificial panels. The bottom panel
reports the estimated parameter values as well as the implied χ2 statistic.

PANEL A

Data Moments Simulated Moments
Q 0.036 0.064

(0.003) (0.005)
ln Y

K 0.067 0.045
(0.008) (0.004)

ln K -0.177 -0.159
(0.008) (0.008)

( ln Y
K )2 0.045 0.031

(0.003) (0.006)
(ln K)2 0.017 0.038

(0.001) (0.020)

PANEL B

Estimated Parameters
a b ν χ2

0.08 0.03 2 0.00020127
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Table 8: Sensitivity of Model Moments to Parameters

This table presents elasticities of model moments with respect to key
model parameters. The parameters values are those estimated in Section 5.
The set of moments include: (1) the coefficient estimate from a standard Q-
type investment regression; (2) the coefficient estimates from the investment
policy function approximation; (3) moments of the investment distribution
such standard deviation (Std) and autocorrelation (AR).

Moments γ α a b
1 Q 16.317 -38.859 0.206 -7.924

2 ln Y
K 7.043 12.384 -1.211 -8.134

ln K 4.386 -0.241 0.162 0.033
( ln Y

K )2 2.013 43.517 -1.775 -9.006
(ln K)2 17.375 -12.653 1.200 -4.932

3 Std I/K 10.000 -33.204 1.075 -8.342
AR I/K 0.384 -0.628 0.923 -4.893
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Table 9: Investment Policies in Simulated Data

This table reports empirical estimates from the investment regression spec-
ification by using simulated data from the model in Section 5:

I jt+1

K jt
= βX jt + δ j + ηt + ε jt+1

where the left-hand-side is end-of-year capital expenditures scaled by
beginning-of-year property, plant and equipment, δ j is a firm fixed effect, ηt is
a year fixed effect, and X denotes a set of explanatory variables including av-
erage Q, firm size, lnK, and sales-to-capital ratio, ln(Y/K). Specifically, given
our estimated parameters in Table 7 we simulate a panels of 2,000 firms each
with 390 years of data. We run the investment policy regressions using the last
39 years of simulated data. Standard errors are clustered by firm and reported
in parenthesis. adj. R2 denoted the adjusted R2 and AIC is the adjusted Akaike
Information Criterion.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Q 0.066 0.055 0.275

(0.002) (0.002) (0.014)
ln K -0.108 0.099 -0.161 -0.157

(0.005) (0.013) (0.004) (0.004)
ln Y

K -0.219 0.046 0.119
(0.013) (0.002) (0.007)

(ln K)2 0.056
(0.008)

(ln Y
K )2 0.050

(0.004)
Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.100 0.128 0.164 0.109 0.130
AIC -204, 304.60 -206, 784.00 -210, 051.00 -205, 163.10 -206, 966.40
Obs 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000
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Table 10: Robustness Test: Investment Policies in Simulated Data

This table reports empirical estimates from the investment regression spec-
ification by using simulated data from the model in Section 5:

I jt+1

K jt
= βX jt + δ j + ηt + ε jt+1

where the left-hand-side is end-of-year capital expenditures scaled by
beginning-of-year property, plant and equipment, δ j is a firm fixed effect, ηt is
a year fixed effect, and X denotes a set of explanatory variables including av-
erage Q, firm size, ln K, and sales-to-capital ratio, ln(Y/K). Specifically, given
our estimated parameters in Table 7 we simulate a panels of 2,000 firms each
with 390 years of data. We then add i.i.d. measurement error to the simulated
variables V , K, and Y and rerun the investment policy regressions using the
last 39 years of simulated data. The standard deviation of the measurement
errors in K and Y is picked so that the adjusted R2 in the regression of Column
(5) can match its empirical counterpart. The standard deviation of the error in
V is picked in order to match the Q regression of Column (1) with its empirical
counterpart. Standard errors are clustered by firm and reported in parenthesis.
adj. R2 denoted the adjusted R2 and AIC is the adjusted Akaike Information
Criterion.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Q 0.147 0.054 0.052

(0.002) (0.003) (0.003)
ln K -0.660 -0.664 -0.779 -0.700

(0.013) (0.013) (0.011) (0.011)
ln Y

K 0.005 0.009 0.048
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002)

(ln K)2 0.262
(0.029)

(ln Y
K )2 0.002

(0.000)
Firm FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
R2 0.202 0.392 0.393 0.375 0.396
AIC -22, 657.22 -43, 945.74 -44, 067.08 -41, 772.76 -44, 387.06
Obs 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000 78,000
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